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Intersectionality as a Μethod
People may face disadvantage, discrimination and oppression due to
their gender, sexual orientation, race, physical ability, ethnicity and other
identity markers. Racial minorities, people with disabilities and individuals who
identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans- or intersex (LGBTI) are among the most
discriminated against in society.
The concept of intersectionality offers an analytical framework in which
different identity markers are understood as not existing independently of
each other, but are often intertwined, contributing to systemic oppression
experienced by an individual or a group of individuals. For example, racial
discrimination against Black people may have gender-specific components
that put Black women in a less advantageous position compared to Black men
and vice versa.1 In such a way, intersectional analysis contributes to the
understanding and responding to the ways multiple discrimination due to
diverse subject positions creates an entirely new experience of exclusion that
cannot be understood with single-issue approaches.
"Through the Lens of the Other" Survey
Understanding the intersections between age and other identity
markers is crucial for the successful implementation of the current project. A
survey-based research will be conducted to adequately address the
experiences of young people (15-30 years) suffering from different types of
inequalities and discrimination.

1

Harnois, Catherine E. and Mosi Ifatunji. Gendered measures, gendered models: toward an
intersectional analysis of interpersonal racial discrimination.
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01419870.2010.516836

The aim of the survey is to define how multiple systems of oppression
may intersect and affect groups of young people in each participating country
and more specifically in each local community. The findings will inform the
content and methods of non-formal trainings and activities which will be
offered to the beneficiaries to help them cope with systemic discrimination
and bring concerns to the forefront.

Population and survey sample size
Each participating organization will conduct the survey at a local level,
targeting the following groups of
1. Young people (beneficiaries of the project): (i) asylum seekers,
refugees and migrants, (ii) racial and ethnic minorities, (iii) LGBTQ+
community, (iv) Roma people, (v) people with disabilities.
Aim: 10 interviews
2. Youth Workers – people who work (either voluntarily or on a paid
basis with the beneficiaries listed above)
Aim: 7 interviews
3. Policy Makers
Aim: 3 interviews
Survey data collection
The survey can be conducted both online and offline, using the Google
Forms. The survey form includes a brief description of the project and the link
to the full project description so that survey participants are fully aware of the
object of the assessment. The survey is anonymous, and participants will not

be asked to provide any personal information that makes it possible to identify
them. Before starting the survey, they will be asked to consent and agree to
participate in the survey. The entire questionnaire should take 15-20 minutes
to complete.
The survey form is originally drafted in English. Participating
organizations may decide to translate the survey into the language which
survey participants would feel most comfortable with. However, the survey
summary and report should be entirely in English.
Comments on survey:
- Try to have a more qualitative approach – focus and inspire the respondent
to give narrative answers. The multiple choice questions could be limited to
demographic ones. This is suggested because intersectionality derives from a
certain epistemological background that is critical of positivist/quantitative
research.
- Where “gender” better to use “gender identity”. “sexual orientation” could also
be interchangeable with “sexuality” but it is fine as it is.

TROUGH THE LENS OF THE OTHER
Research Phase 1

Qualitative Interviews for Mapping the Situation of
Exclusion and Discrimination experienced by the Target Groups
Sample for Interview

1. Which gender do you identify with? *
Male (cis)
Female (cis)
Male (trans)
Female (trans)
Non-binary
Other:

2. Please give us your age:

3. Please select the race/ethnicity with which you most closely identify. *
Asian
Black / African American
Hispanic
Gypsy / Roma
Indian
Middle Eastern
White (Caucasian)
Other:

4. Do you have an asylum seeker, migrant or a refugee status? *
Yes
No

5. Have you been living in a foreign country in the past 6 months? *
Yes
No

6. How would you classify your city/town *
Remote
Rural
Suburban
Urban

7. Are you working with youngsters/ disadvantaged groups? *
YES
NO

[end of multiple choice questions - limited only to demographic ones just to have an
idea from which subject position each person answers]

8. Have you ever felt judged, discriminated against or under the threat of violence
because of your identities / characteristic(s)? Which identities / characteristic(s) were under
attack? Can you describe the incident?

(Here, if the interviewee is not responding, we can mention the identities /
characteristic(s) below, in order to provoke a discussion.
Age
Ethnicity or race
Nationality
Socio-economic status
Religion
Disability
Physical features)
9. Have you ever witnessed an incident of discrimination or violence? Can you describe
it?

(You can use the tip as above)

10. What do you think are the main causes of discrimination or violence in your
community/ city / country?

11. Which are the identities/social groups – subject to discrimination in your
country/city/community?

12. Can you think of ways to deal with these incidents of discrimination?

THROUGH THE LENS OF THE OTHER - Research Phase 1
Guidelines for Interviewers

This text aims to facilitate the implementation of interviews for Research Phase 1
under the TLO project.

Context of the Research: see document “Intersectionality as a method”

General notes:
The interviewer will need a recording device to be sure that all answers are fully
documented. The recording device has to be in a visible place and the interviewee needs to
be asked for consent before its use. In the case that the interviewee does not wish to be
recorded, the interviewer can keep some notes.
Before the start of the interview, the interviewer should explain to the interviewee
that their answers will be completely anonymous and will not be used for anything other than
the survey of the project.
It is advisable to try and create a pleasant atmosphere for the interviewee, by asking
them if there is something they need, how are they feeling, and giving them some time to
relax, instead of jumping to the questions directly. In the case that it is possible for the
interviewer to move, it is best that the interviewee chooses the location where the interview
will take place.

Instructions for specific questions:

1. The interviewer can explain the terms using the terminology below. If the
interviewee doesn’t understand the terms, and they identify as a cis male, for example, they
will write down at “Other”: male. In the analysis, this response will be sorted as the first
option, “Male (cis)”.

Terminology used in survey
“Cis” male or female: A person whose gender identity matches the gender assignment

given at birth. This is used to describe anyone who is not transgender.

“Trans” male or female: A person whose gender identity and/or expression is different
to the gender assigned at birth. It is used to describe anyone who is not cisgender.

Non-binary: A person who doesn’t identify either as female or male (the gender
binary). Alternative terms for similar gender identities: Androgynous, Gender-fluid, Genderqueer, Agender. This is not an exhaustive list of terms.

3. The interviewer shouldn’t assume the response based on visual characteristics, but
allow the interviewee to express how they identify themselves.

4. Terminology used in survey:
Asylum seeker: a person who has left their country of origin and is seeking asylum in
a different country. It refers to the person’s status before the reception of a response in their
asylum application

Migrant: an umbrella term for people who have left their country of origin and are in
a different country. Usually used contrastingly to the term “refugee”.

Refugee: A refugee is someone who has been forced to flee his or her country because
of persecution, war, violence or a natural disaster. A refugee has a well-founded fear of
persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a
particular social group.

8. The question is designed to give space to the interviewee, in order to freely express
themselves. However, it is possible that the interviewee will be unable to identify the
characteristics that have been under attack, as discrimination is systemic and therefore
naturalised and often invisible. To help provoke the discussion in the case of lack of response,
or insufficient response, the interviewer can mention the following characteristics as
examples (this is not an exhaustive list)

Age
Ethnicity or race
Nationality
Socio-economic status
Religion
Disability
Sexual Orientation
Gender Identity
Physical features

9, 10, 11: Same as question 8.

12. This question is designed to give space for multiple possible responses. In the case
of lack of response or insufficient response, the question can become more specific as follows:
● How can you deal with such incidents on a personal, psychological level?
● How can you protect yourself legally? Are you aware of legislation that protects your
rights?
● What can community responses be?
● What can be done on an institutional level to advance your rights?
The interviewer can use all or any of these questions. It is not necessary for the
interviewee to respond to all.

RESULTS

RESULTS
from the Interviews by Project Partner

RESULTS

P1 - Inter Alia, Athens, GREECE

Demographics
Report
Female Cis IIIIIIII (8)
Male Cis IIII (4)
Non-binary II (2)
Other I (1)
Age: 29 52, 60, 29, 26, 25, 39, 22, 23, 28, 25, 23, 30, 35, 27
Race: White IIIIIIII (8)
Middle Eastern III (3)
Other IIII (4)
Migrant / refugee / asylum seeker
Yes IIIII (5)
No IIIIIIIIII (10)
Foreign Country
Yes IIIIIII
No IIIIIIII
Narrative Report
Connections of demographic data to narrative responses (answer to questions 8&9):
Respondents belonging to a group that subject to structural discrimination could more easily
detect and explain discrimination suffered by others. The only two respondents who answered
they cannot think of incidents of discrimination or violence that they have witnessed were cis
straight white men. One of the two, when asked about discrimination he has experienced, he
answered “Even if I would experience discrimination, I didn’t let it happen”. Such a statement
can be connected to a privileged position, from which discrimination and violence are
perceived as something one can escape by willpower. This is proven to be wrong by multiple
accounts of the structural nature of discrimination.
Among respondents, all cis women who may not make part of another group that is subject to
discrimination, stated they have faced discrimination, violence or judgement due to their
gender. Gender based discrimination was the most commonly detected.
Among interesting findings is the fact that some respondents have internalised or naturalised
the violence exercised on them. For example, a young respondent who identified as gay
explained that he has never experienced violence due to this characteristic; he then went on
to explain that he has received aggressive looks, insulting comments and minor aggressions
on a permanent basis, yet this was not identified as violence. As a suggestion, there is space
to discuss different types of violence : verbal, psychological, structural. Interesting term to
consider: microagression.
An environment where discrimination was often witnessed was public transport. Some
respondents explained that as a result of obligatory coexistence and/or high tension. In the
public transport people from diverse backgrounds are forced to be together, and being
uncomfortable, packed or tired makes tension grow higher, getting the worst out of people.
Structural or institutional discrimination also came up often. The inability of people in
wheelchairs to easily use public transport or go around the city; the treatment of non-white
people in airports, where they are racially profiled and stopped for control randomly: these
random controls almost never happen to white people. The multiple structural discrimination
suffered by a trans migrant woman: having no papers either as a legal resident of the country

RESULTS
where she is, or papers that match the gender she identifies with. Strong intersectional
connection.
Reasons, causes of discrimination and violence
Patriarchy, capitalism and white supremacy often identified as root structural causes. Systems
that are reproduced – not abstract notions but systems that have material consequences.
In terms of structures and behaviors: hierarchy, othering, will to prove one’s strength and
power. “I am doing this because I Can”. Fetishization/exoticization: perceived as positive
discrimination because on an everyday level it makes life easier, exoticization was explained
as a form of discrimination experienced for example by a Turkish woman living in Greece. It
may be well intended and seen as a compliment at first, but when living abroad permanently
it is something that becomes tiring.
Groups/ Identities experiencing discrimination
Race, gender, sexuality, were the axes most commonly identified. Physical ability was
mentioned, with small exceptions, only after provocation: this might be connected to the fact
that all respondents were privileged in this axis.
Combinations of two or more of these axes was understood as the most intense discrimination
suffered. Aspect of femininity and its stereotypical connection to inability.
Interesting phrase: “The people who experience some kind of discrimination are more than
the ones who don’t”.
Reactions / ways of handling
In terms of responses and ways of handling such incidents, very diverse responses came up.
When experiencing discrimination and the threat of violence, first securing one’s safety was
the most important step identified. Getting out of the dangerous situation is the immediate
response, and on a more long-term basis, trying to express oneself (e.g. to write) is seen both
as a way to secure internal peace and to externalise and outline problematic behaviours, with
the hope to influence others.
Similarly, when witnessing such an incident, most respondents explained that they try to
intervene, either to comfort/distract the one experiencing it or to call the aggressor out. In order
to do that, feeling secure and safe was a prerequisite in order to react.
On a greater level, some respondents explained that a way to handle racist, sexist etc violence
is community building: to be surrounded by people who experience similar things and can
understand, or by people who are allies and are dedicated to tackling these problems.
Finally, on a macro level, education was identified as a long-term solution for all. Even if
structural changes are needed and are the final goal, institutional gains are important. For
example, even if one is against borders as a system and is dedicated to fighting them, securing
that all people in precarious status should be given papers and have their right to residency
secured is a mid-term goal.
Institutional changes were not discussed a lot. This may be connected to the interviewer’s
great dislike for this topic of discussion

RESULTS

P2 – PRISM, Palermo, ITALY
THROUGH THE LENS OF THE OTHER
Research Phase 1
Qualitative Interviews for Mapping the Situation of Exclusion and Discrimination
experienced by the Target Groups
SUMMARY REPORT

Date: 12.04.2019
Partner Organization Name: PRISM
Partner Organization Country: Italy
Number of respondents: 20
20 individuals completed the survey, out of which:
a. 6 are asylum seekers, refugees and migrants;
b. 5 are LGBTQ+;
c. 12 are youth workers;

Age of respondents
● The percentages of people per age group:
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According to our research no distinction could have been made between the different age groups.
Seems no one is immune to discrimination, and it is not connected to the age, but rather to
personal experience and situations.

Gender of respondents
● Pie chart showing the gender breakdown:

Gender chart

25

Male (cis)
Female (cis)

75

As conclusion of the research came out that certainly the female group felt more discriminated.
5 out of 5 male participants replied with “No” to the question: “Have you ever felt judged,
discriminated against or under the threat of violence because of your identity?”.
On the other hand, out of 15 female participants, 8 have experienced situation when have been
judged or discriminated.
Moreover, we did not find any other gender group that was most subjected to discrimination
based on identity markers different than the gender.

Conclusion
In the survey participated individuals with different backgrounds and different origins: 2
Black/African American,1 Indian, 1 Asian, 12 White Caucasian, 1 Mediterranean, 2 Hispanic, 1

Project Reference: 604877-EPP-1-2018-1-EL-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG
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Afrocaribbean; 4 of them have an asylum seeker, migrant or a refugee status; 13 of them have
been living in another country in the past 6 months, and the ones that have been judged or
discriminated ( 8 paricipants) has been because of their gender.
Beside the gender reason, three participants described other situations, added to the ones of
gender discrimination. In those three situations, in one the main factor has been the nationality
and for the other two, the sexual orientation.
When it comes to the causes of discrimination or violence, the majority of the participants (8
people) specified the ignorance, beside the other causes.

Project Reference: 604877-EPP-1-2018-1-EL-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG
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Trough the Lens of the Other
20 responses

Choose one of the following categories to which you belong:
20 responses

(beneficiaries of the
proj…

6 (30%)
0 (0%)

Young people
(beneficiaries of the
proj…

5 (25%)
0 (0%)

Young people
(beneficiaries of the
proj…

0 (0%)
12 (60%)

Policy Makers

0 (0%)

0

5

10

15

Which gender do you identify with?
20 responses

Female (cis)
Male (cis)
25%

Male (trans)
Female (trans)
Non-binary

75%

Please give us your age
20 responses

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mE-_k0VBhB428ImbWzAYwNCgYbD60z6HQbSi_CQ7FAQ/viewanalytics
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Please select the race/ethnicity with which you most closely identify:
20 responses

Asian
Black/African American
Hispanic

60%

Gypsy / Roma
Indian
Middle Easter
10%

White (Caucasian)
Afrocaribbean

10%

Mediterranean

Do you have an asylum seeker, migrant or a refugee status?
20 responses

Yes
No
80%

20%

Have you been living in a foreign country in the past 6 months?
20 responses

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mE-_k0VBhB428ImbWzAYwNCgYbD60z6HQbSi_CQ7FAQ/viewanalytics
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No

35%

65%

How would you classify your city/town?
20 responses

Remote
Rural

65%

Suburban
Urban

10%
10%
15%

Are you working with youngsters/ disadvantaged groups?
20 responses

Yes
40%

No

60%

Have you ever felt judged, discriminated against or under the threat of violence
because of your identity? Which characteristic(s) provoked this feeling? Can you
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mE-_k0VBhB428ImbWzAYwNCgYbD60z6HQbSi_CQ7FAQ/viewanalytics
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describe the incident?

Through the Lens of the
Other

20 responses

No
No
During my last working place in Acireale, Italy. Descriminated as a foreigner and because of jealousy, because of beinga
person who gets along with many different catgigories better than my colligues.
Yes, male chauvinism/ o sexism in my family, females are not important, females always need to listen to males, only
men command, women are born for serve men
Being bisexual means that you will (if you decide to) come out all the time, everywhere. As a woman who loves woman,I
suffer incidents being harrassed by men who "think" that they could stare at me and also told me porn thinks. Also the
monosexism discrimination makes that you will have to give explanations with heterosexual people and also to lgtbiq
community.
No it never happens to me.
Yes. I have felt judged because of my sexual orientation and gender expression. I've felt I had to hide parts of me
otherwise I would be not taken seriously. I've had a very hard time connecting with kids, coworkers and managers
wherever I've worked or studied because of my gender expression.
Frecuentemente. Microracismos cotidianos relacionados con prejuicios o juicios de valor. Administración pública.
Insults in the street for sexual orientation
Under threat of violence no, but in certain situations i felt that is better for me to stay quiet for my identity
no
BE ITALIAN: When I was living in the Canary Islands a taxi driver kicked me out of the Taxi when I was about to pay andI
was wasting time finding the exact money. He started screaming that like all Italians I wanted to steal and that we all
had to leave the island.
BE WOMAN: When I was younger I had a group of very sexist friends (not much more than the norm) and when I tried
to express my opinions, especially in the political sphere, I was not listened to, they kept talking as if I hadn't said
anything.
Always with these friends we organized a music festival every year in our village, the women took care of the kitchen,
cleaning and communication issues and the men of the relationship with the musical groups and logistic questions.
When some woman in the group wanted to take another role, we always fought.

Have you ever witnessed an incident of discrimination or violence? Can you
describe it?
20 responses

No
School and everyday city life unfortunately offers a lot of examples.
Well, it has been in every day life.
Yes,last year down a street a Palermo a group of youngs boys were insulting an asian
Nothing
All my aunties and my grandmother and my mother needed to do all housework alone (wash, cook, take care of
everything), and all men don't do any at home and could ask their women to serve them, although they all work outside,
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mE-_k0VBhB428ImbWzAYwNCgYbD60z6HQbSi_CQ7FAQ/viewanalytics
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women couldn't speak loud to their men, women needed to be always ready to serve their men. During the big festival
of the year (like new year), men and women were not allowed to eat on the same table, better dishes need to be serve
to men's table, and women eat the rest..ecc
homophobic insults to men who doesn't follow gender stereotypes, as normal words for a lot of people, youngsters andadults,
even in television and social media.
Once I saw in the bus in Palermo city center a fight among a local and a man from Ghana because the white guy was
arguing that too much Africans are taking the place inside the bus in city center.
Yes, at work kids and adults can be very racist. The only black family in the neighbourhood had their kids taken away
from the social services because of their procedence, since the whole area is a pretty poor place, people have very low
incomings and some of them have troubles raising their kids, that family wasn't doing any worse or better than most of
the families around.
Violencia física nunca, hay otras violencias verbales gestuales de omisión que sí se han producido.Plenty,
the police checking just the people whom are not white
Once on the street there was argue between teenage boys and an immigrant who was selling stuff on the street. He
claimed that the boys wanted to steal something from him and two police officers came, one of which got involved to
resolve the situation. The police officer did not ask anything for the situation, but was really nice with the boys and
defended them, while saying to the poor migrant seller to stay quiet.
verbal offenses against a black person
MIGRATION:Yes it happen to me very often, especially with my friends, colleagues, and young people with whom I
work.
"I'm not racist but", "there is no place and work for everybody", "you all are too much" : italians say this to a lot of
migrants and they always prefere to stay silent.
GENDER ISSUE: In general sexist jokes about women all the time.
Many of them, against black people in Italy

What do you think are the main causes of discrimination or violence in your
community/ city / country?
20 responses

Ignorance
Ignorance, lack of education and knowledge, culture, mentalityEconomic
crisis. Lack of informations
Politics
Ignorence, culture, *moral coercion* I
don't know
The minister of Italy (Salvini)
In Spain: racism and transphobia, specially to people with less passing. Everyone who in some ways "attempts against
these gender roles and stereotypes can be a target of discrimination.
Intolerance/ ignorance.
Racism, islamophobia, discrimination against people with low incomings. There's also LGBTIfobia but not generally (in
schools and high schools it's bad, also depending on where you live people can judge a lot, but most adults don't really
care).
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mE-_k0VBhB428ImbWzAYwNCgYbD60z6HQbSi_CQ7FAQ/viewanalytics
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Relacionados con el origen o con la religión.
All: class, gender, color, sex orientation or identity, abilityIgnorance,
poverty
poverty
Na
Cultural assets on some issues, ignorance, lack of contact and direct knowledge of people's stories, fake news and
manipulated information, economic poverty.
Racism. Great number of migrants in a small and close minded city
Close-minded people

Which are the identities/social groups – subject to discrimination in your
country/city/community?
20 responses

People coming from africa and asia
Many rimes sexism, homophobia and other issues.Black
African
Aadhar
Female
I don’t know
I don't know
All persons
Racialized people, trans* (specially female trans*) and gender queer people.
Some tribes in my region are less respected then other. this is a form of discrimination for me.
Black/asian/arabic people with less money. Roma people in general (even roma people with money), people who live in
certain areas (tall old buildings made for immigrants in the 60's). In Catalonia those neighbourhoods usually have less
access to shops, education, health services... and the social services are watching people who live there because since
they have less money they need help and since the social services think poor people can't provide their kids with basic
things they take them away.
Refugees
Migrantes
All who are not withe heterosexual male
Migrants, poor people, people with disabilities
Roma people
Black ppl

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mE-_k0VBhB428ImbWzAYwNCgYbD60z6HQbSi_CQ7FAQ/viewanalytics
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Youngster, asylum seekers and refugees, roma people, women, people living in the South of Italy, disable people, homosexuals.
Africans (Gambia, Senegal, Nigeria ecc.), Asians (Bangladesh, Pakistan ecc.) and muslims
Immigrants

Can you think of ways to deal with these incidents of discrimination?
20 responses

Knowledge, sharing, sport and culture are the main instruments to fight discriminationRaise
awareness among people living in the very society.
Informing people
Yes
Education, more legal protection for women in their career and life
Somehow it depends on the situation
I don't know
Peace and respect!
To strech the femminist and lgtbiq network and sensibilization to all the society, I also think we need stronger
punishments for people who discriminate, because most of the laws on these issues only recomend things but they
don't stablish rules.
rise awareness and fight against ignorance.
Stop relying on the polititians to solve the problems and start organizing as a comunity wherever we live. Work together
to get our needs met.
Integration
Educación, empatía, escucha activa, verdad, interés, humanidad.Training
and laws
Education - non formal, as well as formal
more inclusive policies for those people in a poverty condition or social exclusionRasing
awareness
Yes there are many ways that we can use depending on each situation. The best thing is to understand who we are
talking to and what its characteristics are. We must be very careful not to let ourselves be overwhelmed by our
emotions.
Stronger work on intergration with attention on details. Making it possible for discriminated groups to hang out in thesame
places as locals.
Activism and awarness activities with youn

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1mE-_k0VBhB428ImbWzAYwNCgYbD60z6HQbSi_CQ7FAQ/viewanalytics
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P3 - Cross Culture International Foundation, MALTA

Date: 12 April 2019
Partner Organization Name: Cross Culture International Foundation
Partner Organization Country: Malta
Number of respondents: 22
Age and race/ethnicity of the respondents
The age of the respondents to this survey varied, but the two biggest age groups were
people between 21-25 years, and 36 and older.

Most of the respondents belonged to the ethnic minorities in Malta, where 40,9 per cent of
the respondents identified themselves as African and the second largest group (18,2 per
cent) were Middle Eastern.
Finding 1: Age and race/ethnicity were the most common reasons for discrimination against
young people
Most Black and Middle Eastern respondents aged between 16-25 years, indicated that they
had felt discriminated against in public spaces, government offices and in their job search,
which resulted in social isolation and decreased their level of access to social opportunities.
Finding 2: Xenophobia and discrimination against immigrants appears to be a growing
problem
Most respondents believed that discrimination was caused by xenophobia and negative
images of refugees and immigrants in Malta whose numbers have increased unprecedented
in recent years. According to several respondents, the lack of opportunities in the Maltese
job market, poor inclusion and integration policies for third-country nationals, and the notion
that immigrants “steal jobs” from the locals have contributed to racial and ethnic
discrimination in Malta.

Gender of the respondents
More than half (59,1 per cent) of the respondents were women, most of them were aged
between 16-25 years.

Finding 3: Muslim women were often affected by discrimination
Muslim women reported different types of negative experiences where they were harassed
and discriminated against because of their religious beliefs and religious clothing (hijab).
Asylum seeker / refugee status
Out of all the respondents, 6 people had an asylum seeker or a refugee status.
Finding 4: Asylum seekers and refugees belonging to ethnic minorities suffer from
discrimination
Conclusion
Young people belonging to ethnic minorities, asylum seekers and refugees belonging to
ethnic minorities, and Muslim women were identified as intersectional groups particularly
vulnerable to multiple discrimination in Malta.

P4 – EPEKA, Sinop, TURKEY
THROUGH THE LENS OF THE OTHER
Research Phase 1
Qualitative Interviews for Mapping the Situation of Exclusion and Discrimination
experienced by the Target Groups
SUMMARY REPORT

Date: 11.04.2019

Partner Organization Name: EPEKA
Eğitim Programları ve Evrensel ve Kültürel Aktiviteler Derneği

Partner Organization Country: TURKEY

Number of respondents:
a individuals completed the survey, out of which:
a.
x are asylum seekers, refugees and migrants
b.
belong to racial and ethnic minorities
c.
are LGBTQ+
d.
are Roma people
e.
are people with disabilities
f.
are youth workers
g.
are policy makers

Project Reference: 604877-EPP-1-2018-1-EL-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG

Age of respondents
Questions of the survey have been asked to twenty respondents. There are four different age
groups, which are between the range of 13 and 18, 19 and 24, 25 and 30, and over 30 years
old. And two different gender categories which are males and females.
People from the first group are the youngest ones in the survey. They think they are left out from
peer groups due to their ethnicities. Furthermore, they are facing major educational problems
because of the differences and incoordination between the systems in Turkey and the country
they came from. Some had to start over their high school education even though they have
already graduated in their countries due to the lack of coordination. Also, there are a good
number of teenagers which prefer to (or have to) work instead of going to school. This is a
crucial problem which the ministry of education should lean onto.
Individuals aged between 19 and 24 complain because they do not have the chance to perform
their talents or professions where they migrate. Their social, financial and cultural status
decrease due to these occupational problems. Employers who own quality business do not
prefer to give jobs to people who are not from their country. So, refugees mostly have to work in
physically demanding jobs as labourers.
Even if they do find jobs, they are not insured. When they get injured, neither they can benefit
from social facilities, nor get compensation. That’s why some employers prefer to employ
refugees in order to cut expenses such as health insurance. Plus, most employees are not paid
regularly. Hence, it causes people from Turkey to turn against foreigners because they work for
less. And, it’s impossible for them to go to court or claim their rights. So, they mostly work
without getting anything in return.
Ones from the range between 25 and 30 have almost the same problems with the second
group. Employment remains as the biggest issue for refugees. Also, overpriced house rents are
another major problem for this group.
The most significant problem for the individuals who are over 30 years old is the way the folks
behave towards refugees. They are not respected or treated humanely in which the way they
deserve, especially by youngsters.

Gender of respondents
If we take the genders of the refugees into consideration, general problem is language for both
groups. That’s why it is difficult to find jobs, go to school, socialize or even communicate for
immigrants. At the same time, both men and women have work related issues. Men complain
about not getting paid or being insured, whereas women complain about being harassed and
being estranged by locals when they are working.

Conclusion
Wherever their origin is, any humanbeing deserves to be treated like one. In Turkey, we lack a
proper democracy and a set of rules which would regulate the way the refugees live. Whatever
the problem is, there is always a solution, without a doubt, if it is peace and faith that we want in
our countries.

Project Reference: 604877-EPP-1-2018-1-EL-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG
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20 yanıt

1. Which gender do you identify with?
20 yanıt

Male(cis)
40%

Female(cis)
Male(trans)
Female(trans)
Non-binary
Other

55%

2. Please give us your age:
20 yanıt

13-18
19-24
25-30
60%

15%

30+

20%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jilnqwDO_NPDEOFtXb5WuHKDr9NU9xGln9dS28_7ClI/viewanalytics
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3. Please select the race/ethnicity with which you most closely identify
20 yanıt

Asian
25%

Black/African American
Hispanic
15%

Gypsy/Roma
Indian

10%

Middle Eastern
White(Caucasian)
Other

50%

4. Do you have an asylum seeker, migrant or a refugee status?
20 yanıt

Yes
45%

No

55%

5. Have you been living in a foreign country in the past 6 months?
20 yanıt

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jilnqwDO_NPDEOFtXb5WuHKDr9NU9xGln9dS28_7ClI/viewanalytics
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Yes
50%

No

6. How would you classify your city/town?
20 yanıt

Remote
Rural

60%

Suburban
Urban

35%

7. Are you working with youngsters/disadvantaged groups?
20 yanıt

Yes
50%

No

50%

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jilnqwDO_NPDEOFtXb5WuHKDr9NU9xGln9dS28_7ClI/viewanalytics
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8. Have you ever felt judged, discriminated against or under the threat of
violence because of your identities/characteristic(s)? Which
identities/characteristic(s) were under attack? Can you describe the
incident?
20 yanıt

No.

No.
Because we are in a new country and we don't know the language, it causes problems for us. We can not
understand what they speak in school. So it is really hard for us.
One time, there was a girl, we bumped each other, after that she wiped her arm where we touched. Other thanthat,
I encounter some bad language sometimes.
Sometimes they use bad language because I don't know Turkish very well.
Yes! The government does not help us at all. We don't have work insurance because we are refugees. We have
difficulty when renting flats. Sometimes landlords don't want to give us apartments. When they do, they say
higher prices.
Yes, we don't get any money from workplace.
Yes. We are always in the same situation. Some day I went to a bakery and wanted to buy a bread the seller
refused to sell me a bread because ı am a refugee.
yes.I couldn't get my money. when I want the salary the boss said bad languages and threatened. Also some
people say you are rich you can help us.
We can not use our abilities or talents, or perform our occupations because we're foreigners. They don't let us
do our jobs here. We work wherever we can.
Back in my country, I was in charge of international transportation. But when i first came to Turkey, I was unable
to perform my job. And I ended up selling bagels in the street. At first, people didn't want to buy from me or the
other sellers didn't want to let me sell. In time, I overcame these problems and bonded with the folks around
here.
No. My ancestors migrated from Bulgaria. I don't feel judged or discriminated because of this.
I have been attach because of gender, not in Sinop but in Erzurum, on the street, non of women can walk freely
because of men's rude sentences, even they don't say anything they crush to your shoulder.
I have never felt judged neither discriminated or under threat because of my identidy. During my 48 years of
experience, I have never treated of violence.
From same age groups and socioeconomic groups, yes I have been discriminated because of my race.
no ı have never felt judged by my ıdentity, no my characteristic, I have never fect the ı have been judged. some
other countries ı have been yes.
Yes of course.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jilnqwDO_NPDEOFtXb5WuHKDr9NU9xGln9dS28_7ClI/viewanalytics
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When I was in college, I was attacked and beaten because of the different political views.
No I haven't.

9. Have you ever witnessed an incident of discrimination or violence? Can
you describe it?
19 yanıt

No.
While we were in the bazaar, a Turkish seller yelled at an Arabic man because he couldn't understand hislanguage.
Language is a big problem.
My sister is going through some discrimination at her school. Girls sometimes use bad language towards her.
My teachers are really nice to me. But other girls are not.
My friends can not get their money where they work. And I know people who got beaten because of theirethnicity.
In my workplace one day, when I asked for water they didn't give me any because I am a refugee. Didn't
respond.
My father couldn't get his money from his workplace even though he worked for 4 months.I
hear about same things.
I haven't witnessed but in my school I heard that some racist students accact to refugees students. Also some
refugees working without work permission.
I have never witnessed any kind of discrimination in my country .
yes, I have witnessed, I am witnessing and I will witness.
ı haven't
I haven't witnessed but I hear about these all the time.
Sure, in 80's, there were lots of incidents like this. Because of political pressure.
Yes but I didn't see myself. I always hear these types of discrimination against people from different countries
or races.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jilnqwDO_NPDEOFtXb5WuHKDr9NU9xGln9dS28_7ClI/viewanalytics
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10. What do you think are the main causes of discrimination or violence in
your community/city/country?
20 yanıt

I think the main cause is that we have different identities and races than each other. It causes a difference.
People don't know what we are going through, that's why they are being discriminative towards refugees. This
is because we are refugees.
Because I'm a foreigner.
because we've come from a different country.(did
not respond)
We have different identites.
It ıs because of our identity.
People don't try to understand us. And the wrong politics of the governments.
People don't show empathy.
Law enforcement is not enough.
Incorrect goverment policies.
insufficient education.
I don't think that we have so much discrimination. People who live in Sinop are not happy to live with refugees.
Because they think that refugees have money without working, Turkish people earn money hardly.
ı think we do not culturally understand and identify the identities of the other people from different countries.
we must respect their cultures, their behaviours their understanding as far as I know.
The main reason is financial.
No discrimination in my country but the violence takes place in my country violence unfortunately . Maincause
is being greedy."
Lack of education.
Provocation and brain washing.
Military policies of big countries.

11. Can you think of ways to deal with these incidents of discrimination?
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1jilnqwDO_NPDEOFtXb5WuHKDr9NU9xGln9dS28_7ClI/viewanalytics
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20 yanıt

(Didn't respond)
There is no solution!
People should establish empathy for us. And there can be some projects that could raise awareness among
people towards refugees or immigrants.
I think you need a new Ataturk.
We can respect and feel an empathy to each other.
the problems can be solved in my country and that's why we can back to our country
Goverments should carry out a proper democracy. They should take people's well beings into consideration.
And people should be educated on this subject.
People should get educated.
Constitution should include stronger laws about these. And people should be educated.As
an educator, education is the main solution.
foreign policy of the countries should be friendlier.
Education has to start at home, it is late in the school.
We have to be integral with both countries. and we must respect their cultures, their believes, the way of their
acting. but only barrier at this point is the language. because we don't understand each other very well due to the
lack of language ability that we have. Regardless of culture, religion, nationality, race, we must accept themas
they are. We are all humanbeings.
Solution is socialism.
I don't know how to deal with them but i think we can ask to make peace.
Regimen must be equal towards all people from different backgrounds.
Education in early ages.
Goverments should change their laws, and improve their education systems.
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P5 – Thessaloniki Pride, Thessaloniki, GREECE
THROUGH THE LENS OF THE OTHER
Research Phase 1
Qualitative Interviews for Mapping the Situation of Exclusion and Discrimination
experienced by the Target Groups
SUMMARY REPORT

Date:

13th April 2019

Partner Organization Name:
Partner Organization Country:

Thessaloniki Pride
Greece

Number of respondents:
20 individuals completed the survey, out of which:
a. _5%
are asylum seekers, refugees and migrants
b.
5%_ belong to racial and ethnic minorities
c.
25% are LGBTQ+
d.
5% are Roma people
e.
1% are people with disabilities
f.
4_ are youth workers
g.
2 are policy makers
Age of respondents

From the chart we
can see that the
high percentage
of participants is
at the age of 23.
The youngest is
19 and the oldest
is 53.
It is noticeable ,
the fact that
mostly young
people face
discrimination and
violence in their
daily activity.

Gender of respondents

From the data we
collected after
questioning 20
people, we saw that
there were mostly
women (cis). A very
small number was the
female (trans).
Thinking of the
question no 9 we
conclude that all
genders have faced
discrimination at least
once in their lives no
matter the gender.

Other identity marker:

In this section:
The question was if you are an
asylum seeker, migrant or a
refugee. We can see that the
percentage is 5%. But in the
comments of question 8 we
realise that 90% have faced
racism or discrimination through
their lives. So that makes us
conclude that ethnicity is not the
only reason that receives
discrimination but there are also other factors.

In the question if they have
been living in a foreign country
the last months the answers
was 10% yes. We do realise
here that comparing to the
previous question, there are
also greeks who live abroad
and face discrimination.

Question no 6 asked about the
area where they live. We may
say fairly that most respondents
live in the cities and we can also
see that no matter the area
where somebody lives the
violence or discrimination rates
do not differ much.

From this question we conclude that most
respondents have to do with young
people who face discrimination or
violence.

From the questions 9, 10 and 11 we summarise that only 1 person out of 20 has never
experienced an incident. The main reason of violence is attributed to the skin colour,
disability and gender . According to respondents’ opinion most affected groups of people
are immigrants and LGBTQI+ .
It is quite interesting that almost all respondents agreed that the key to face discrimination
and violence is education and being informed about diversity.

P6 – IRM – INSTUTUTE FUR ROMA UND MINDERHEITEN INTEGRATION E.V,
Wuppertal, GERMANY

Date: 14 April 2019
Partner Organization Name: Institute for Roma and Minorities Integration
Partner Organization Country: Germany
Number of respondents:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

20 individuals completed the survey, out of which:
10 are asylum seekers, refugees and migrants
belong to racial and ethnic minorities
are LGBTQ+
7 are Roma people
are people with disabilities
are youth workers
3 are policy makers

Age of respondents

70 % of the interviewees between are 18 and 30 years old, 25 % of the interviewees between
30 and 40 years and 5 % are between 40 and 50 years. They all are belonging to Roma
community, 60% of them are asylum seekers and 40 % are with approved status of asylum in
Germany, living in and nearby Wupperal. 75 % of them according theirs believe expressed
cases of direct racial discrimination that either they or someone of their family member or
acquaintance experienced. In none of the cases was action taken to report in the institutions.
The rest 25 % of the interviewers mentioned nothing about the discrimination.

Gender of Respondents
Roma women sometime are subject of double discrimination within and outside the Roma
community. All the interviewers believe that being a Roma and women is an element that
makes the Roma women much more exposed to discrimination rather than the Roma man.

Conclusion
Roma Young people
Roma young people are aware that their community is the most discriminated in Europe. They
believe that in Germany as a very culturally and ethnically diverse country is doing well
comparing with other countries when it comes to minorities protection. On the other hand, they
pointed out, as there is still much to do relate to Roma protection due to the nowadays and
historical occasions. As many of them are living between 3 and 12 years In Germany, they
can compare the situation with the country of their origin and in Germany. As asylum seekers
they are thankful for having basic protection as housing, social and health care but to some
extent these rights are not fully respected by the institutions. They have complained or have
suggestions for improvement in these areas:
Housing: They were accommodated in shelter centers with very bad living and hygienic
conditions. Most of the times the centers were over their capacities to receive asylum seekers.
The shelter centers are in bad conditions, with dropping water from the roof, wet walls, with
broken sanitaria in the toilets and bathrooms, families were together with individuals in one
room etc.
Health: Many times when someone of their families was sick and asked for health treatment,
the hospitals did not treat them well or the doctors just quickly checked but when it came for
further examinations, they did not receive it due to their status or ethnicity. They pay
participation for many medicaments or they have to pay privately the entire price. Many of
them are coming in Germany with a need for medicine treatment or surgery. Sometimes they
receive proper treatment but sometimes no.
Education: In Wuppertal are living many Roma and currently there is no opportunity to learn
about Roma language and history, as it is a case in other federal states and cities in Germany.
Other comers as Romanian for e.g they have this chance to learn their mother tongue and

culture. Many of the Roma children are placed in early school education – kindergarten with
an explanation that there is no space. Roma living in Germany are not eligible for scholarships
as Roma from other countries considering that Germany is providing access to anyone to
education, which indeed is not a case for some Roma.
Employment: Many of the participants in this survey were speaking for cases of direct racial
discrimination in the field of employment. Some of them explained their own cases when they
were refused to get a job or were offered a job which is paid the less. They believe because
of their ethnicity they experienced discrimination. On the other hand they also said that the
competition is very high even for the jobs where is not required much qualifications. Few of
them explained that once they get the job then the promotion is also a bit problematic.
Policy makers
One of the 3 interviewers is the MP Romeo Franz in the EU parliament. He explained that the
racial discrimination named as Antigypsysam is very high on his agenda. He visited several
European countries and pointed out that many governments including Germany have left
Roma out of the society. Infrastructure, drinkable water, savage, housing, health protection,
poverty are the most common forms of ignorance and institutional discriminations towards the
Roma communities. Their integration and fully participation get very difficult and on a daily
base he calls upon the EU institutions to put a pressure to the members.

P7 – EU Diaspora Council, Stockholm, SWEDEN
TROUGH THE LENS OF THE OTHER
Research Phase 1
Qualitative Interviews for Mapping the Situation of Exclusion and
Discrimination experienced by the Target Groups

THROUGH THE LENS OF THE OTHER
Description
In our description and findings, we happened to notice that individuals of the age bracket (30
and above) are the ones that experience the most discrimination as compared to the (15 to 30)
age bracket.
The experience within the youngest age group, response varied in very many different ways,
some found some of the questions hard to answer or they did not really understand them, they
seem to have never experienced anything of that nature, unlike some of them knew very well
and understood the questions.
The age group that we found was most subjected to discrimination was (30 and above) and
based on identity markers other than age was "ETHNIC MINORITY".
Our analysis is that most of Ethnic Minority experience this kind of outcome due to the fact that
some of them but not all, do not integrate within the society.

GENDER OF REPONDENTS
The most notable findings involving individuals identifying with a specific gender was that
females tend to be the most affected individuals in regard to this topic of discrimination.
In our humble and honest opinion, we did not find any other gender group that was most
subjected to discrimination based on identity markers other than the gender we have mentioned
above.
In our analysis on this particular topic was that we found that this type of discrimination exists to
some degree in every society.

Project Reference: 604877-EPP-1-2018-1-EL-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG

Conclusion
In this particular survey we found that the most individuals who feel discriminated and side lined
are the ethnic minority but we feel that their various reasons that lead to this particular outcome,
mostly being language barrier, racism and effectively lack of integration.
When it comes to the gender issue we found that the situation remains status quo unless we as
a people/ community/society do something about it.

Project Reference: 604877-EPP-1-2018-1-EL-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG

P8 – EEA - With the Power of Humanity Foundation, Pecs,
HUNGARY

Date: 6 April 2019
Partner Organization Name: With the Power of Humanity Foundation
Partner Organization Country: Hungary
Age of respondents

During our research, we found that participants in the youngest age group talked about their
experiences easiest and were happy to share their experiences during the interview. The 4050 and 50+ age groups had the least experience in this topic or had difficulty talking about
these experiences. In this age group, it was observed that they had removed the problem,
they talked about the stories of others.

Gender of respondents

Overall, it can be established that the group of women and a group of individuals who
consider themselves transgender have most often experienced discrimination. This
experience is lesscommon in male.
Conclusion
Marginalized youth
In this group, we interviewed mostly young people who took part in some informal community
space or benefited from some kind of social development or support service. Our interviews
were supported by our civil partner organizations. During the conversations, it was obvious
that these young people used to talk about the discrimination they had and the unpleasant
situations. In this group, we interviewed individuals of Roma origin, people with reduced
mobility, and LGBTQ + people.
Most of the interviews revealed that discrimination is usually done in everyday situations. Most
of the distinction came to the participants because of external signs or outfit, and there were
some people who witnessed such a fascination on the street. In this group, we also interviewed
individuals who were discriminated against because of their religion. The participants agreed
that when someone talked about something different from the majority during conversations,
they were less likely to be discriminated against or subjected to violence.
The majority of participants reported that it was a very unpleasant and bad feeling when they
were subjected to violent discrimination, discriminatory action or witnessed such an event.
Half of the interviewees said that the cause of discrimination was envy or boredom, and the
other half was ignorance and the resulting fear.
Participants believe that the most effective way to act against discrimination situations is to
react together. According to them, the dissemination of information through campaigns and
community actions can help to solve negative discrimination problems.
Youth workers
Most youth workers reported situations that didn’t happen to them, but they have seen some
situation like this. Often, they are indirectly involved in situations in which the young people
they work with have been discriminated against. In this group there were also individuals of
Roma origin who personally often experienced a situation in which they became discriminated.
Fortunately, these situations were not violent, but they caused deep spiritual injuries.
According to their experience, these events are caused by fear of the unknown.
Youth workers also consider it important to intervene if someone, for example, sees an event
on the street in which someone is discriminated against or hurt because of his / her difference.
Of course, one must pay attention to the fact that everyone is given the right help in the given
situation, so it is important not to go into situations in which he or she may be injured.
Therefore, it is important to call for help and pay attention to each other.
Policy makers
This group of participants was the most diplomatic. They are the staff, leaders of the local
family support center, who were not personally rarely or completely discriminated against.
However, they often experience situations that discriminate against their clients. They see
anger and disillusionment in the background of discrimination. The solution is seen by these
participants in personal conversations and cognition.

P9 – FYC – FREE YOUTH CENTRE, Vidin, BULGARIA

Date: 03.04.2019
Partner Organization Name: Free Youth Centre
Partner Organization Country: Bulgaria
Number of respondents:
20 individuals completed the survey, out of which:
a.
0 are asylum seekers, refugees and migrants
b.
13 belong to racial and ethnic minorities
c.
3 are LGBTQ+
d.
12 are Roma people
e.
0 are people with disabilities
f.
7 are youth workers
g.
3 are policy makers
Age of respondents

The results of the study show that there is hardly noticeable discrimination based on age. This
may be due to the fact that the majority of interviewed young people are of Roma origin and
this shifts the focus to ethnic discrimination. The only case described is a young woman who
feels overlooked by her colleagues at the workplace, but rather because they have much
greater professional experience and when she also accumulates it, such cases have begun
to decrease. There is also no noticeable difference in the different age groups in terms of both
the personal experienced discrimination and the observed such in society. The only thing that
impresses is that respondents of different ages describe different kinds of discrimination,
coming from their different life experiences. For example, older participants give examples of
discrimination in labor relations (but not age-based), while to younger ones such absent. They
often mention happenings at school, which is understandable.

Gender of respondents
Gender discrimination is most evident in respondents from the transsexual group (transgender
women) who have experienced or are threatened with violence. In one case, the respondent
combines two risk factors for discrimination and realizes that - she is a transsexual Roma. Of
all interviewees, she has experienced the most violence and condemnation. On the other
hand, this may also be due to the fact that she is practicing forbidden prostitution in a rural
area, where people are more conservative. The example that tells is of a beating by clients
after serving them sexually and even they payd her. Another similar respondent is a white
trans woman, who feels unacceptable to society, mainly because of her clothing, the subject
of mockery in public transport, and so on. Interestingly, she says that in her case the subject
of discriminatory behavior is almost always only men, while women are more likely to protect
her at such cases. According to her, many transsexual women are forced to prostitute because
it is impossible to find a normal job with their appearance.

With regards to discrimination against women, only one respondent (policy maker, female)
describes such a case by calling it "normal situation with women in our country" – “To get a
good salary for example, you should make much more effort than a man”. She also
remembered when she applied to a university there were quotas for men and women and for
a man was much easier to be accepted then for a woman. The latter is no longer a practice in
Bulgaria. There is no single opinion about gender discrimination between men and women,
one of the men says that there is no such discrimination in the country, while one of the women
says there is no gender equality in Bulgaria. There is also a curious result in the difference in
which main gender groups (cis) experience discrimination based on a different principle other
than gender. For example, Roma women rarely describe cases of ethnical discrimination,
especially those with violence or threat of violence, than Roma men.
Ethnicity of respondents

The survey categorically identifies ethnic discrimination as the most widespread in the country,
with particular reference to the Roma ethnicity. Given that 60% of respondents are Roma, this
can be explained, but the truth is that even the not-Roma people also share it unanimously.
One of the last (decisions maker, male) even describes a case in which he himself was subject
of ethnic discrimination in his workplace. A large number of Roma respondents (70%) can
describe cases of such discrimination, manifested on themselves. 100% of this group is able
to describe discrimination against their relatives and friends, from the same ethnic group.
Roma discrimination has different forms and manifestations - respondents describe a wide
range of cases: discrimination at school, at home, at work, in public places, political (e.g. Roma
candidates are usually on bottom places in the lists for elections, where chance to be elected
is minimal), everyday speech and media speech. Here are some illustrations:
„There are many cases where I was witness of discrimination, mainly against Roma people.
Sometimes people are against them in principal, because many Roma commit thefts or live
on social support, without going to work“.
„This is “every day” discrimination, which is not very visible, but exists. For example nobody
will say to a Roma that will not employ him/her because he/she is from this ethnicity, but will
find one other reason to that.”
Conclusion
Discrimination is a widespread phenomenon in the country. Only one of the 20 respondents
(18 years old, white/Caucasian) can not describe a case of discrimination as a witness. On
the basis of the interviews we can draw the following conclusions:
• The most discriminated part of the population in the country is the Roma ethnicity. It
can be said that it is traditionally discriminated group, and although there has been an
improvement over the last decades, the Roma are still far away from equality in
Bulgarian society;
• Discrimination and conviction is a daily practice for transgender women. They as well
as the gay community are mentioned on second place from the respondents among
the groups most threatened by this phenomenon in the country. Lack of tolerance
forces them even to sell their bodies to live;
• Age discrimination was not considered a socially significant phenomenon by
respondents. The reason can be found in the fact that many of them fall into groups
where other discriminating factors "overshadow" it. In rare cases of description of age
discrimination by young people, they give it to objective reasons, such as their more
modest professional experience. There are also no cases of discrimination in the
elderly, probably due to the fact that there are almost no respondents among them;
• In general, female respondents do not feel sexually discriminated. However, it is
acknowledged that there is some "usual" level of discrimination and neglect, which, for
example, leads to the fact that, in order to achieve the same professional success, a
woman must do more than a man;
• Discrimination on the grounds of religion is also reflected in some of the respondents'
replies, referring to Islam. Disabled people are also among the discriminated groups
in the country. A young mother complains that her autistic child is subject to mockery
at school;
• The combination of discriminative factors does not always work in one direction. While
in cases of genetic males, it acts rather cumulatively - that is, enhance discrimination,
in genetic females it is somewhat reduse - people are less inclined to discriminate
women than men. The most noticeable is the enhancement in cases of transsexual
women (who are genetic males);
• The reasons for discriminatory behavior are different, especially for the Roma ethnicity,
some of the participants try to justify it with the fact that Roma benefit from the social

•

system to the detriment of other citizens. The factors that intensify intolerance are
media and political discourse. For example, one of the respondents says: "The
problem is that mass media are always focused on the worst cases and the image of
these people is very negative ... last years there are some politicians who also provoke
discrimination, for example there were big debates about adoption of the Istanbul
Convention and again sexual minorities and their rights ";
The solutions proposed most often relate to education. Some consider that giving more
opportunities specifically to Roma can help to show their potential. "The best way is to
promote successful stories and best examples". Segregation is also indicated as a
factor by Roma respondents. If people live together, тхеъ will get to know each other
better and tolerance will increase. Respondents believe there will be a positive change,
but it takes time.

P10 – A.R.T. Fusion, Bucharest, ROMANIA
THROUGH THE LENS OF THE OTHER
Research Phase 1
Qualitative Interviews for Mapping the Situation of Exclusion and Discrimination
experienced by the Target Groups
SUMMARY REPORT

Date: 10.04.2019
Partner Organization Name: ART Fusion
Partner Organization Country: Romania
Number of respondents: 17
17 individuals completed the survey, out of which:
a. 1 are asylum seekers, refugees and migrants
b. 2 belong to racial and ethnic minorities
c.
are LGBTQ+
d. 1 are Roma people
e.
are people with disabilities
f.
are youth workers
g.
are policy makers
Age of respondents

8
7

Age breakdown

●
●
●

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
18 to 25

26 to 30
Age breakdown

Project Reference: 604877-EPP-1-2018-1-EL-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG

Over 30

According to our results, the most discriminated group according to age would be that over 30.
However, the numbers are quite low, only 6 respondents out of 17 have been discriminated, and
out of those, 3 are in the over 30 group.
Gender of respondents

Our respondents were predominantly women, and, as a result, one of the most identified identity
markers subject to discrimination has been gender. All respondents who have felt discriminated
(6) were women, but no other identity marker other than gender has been identified by them.

Conclusion
Whilst only 6 out of 17 respondents have personally felt discriminated, 14 out of 17 have
witnessed incidents of discrimination in their community.
The groups most often identified to be the most discriminated in Romanian society are Roma,
LGBTQ+, women, refugees.
The reasons for discrimination most identified are a lack of education and information.

Project Reference: 604877-EPP-1-2018-1-EL-EPPKA3-EU-YTH-TOG
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Responses in Romanian

Chestionar A.R.T. Fusion
17 responses

Cu ce gen vă identificați?
17 responses

Bărbat (cis)
Femeie (cis)
Bărbat (trans)

76.5%

Femeie (trans)
Non-binar

23.5%

Ce vârstă aveți?
17 responses

2
2 (11.8%2)(11.8%)

1 (5.9%)1 (5.9%)1 (5.9%)

2 (11.8%)

1 (5.9%)

2 (11.8%2) (11.8%)

1 (5.9%)

1 (5.9%)1 (5.9%)

1

0
18

19

19

24

25

27

28

30

32

34

35

63

Ce ocupație aveți?
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HhHZO2mgdFj7zsZz_4VcIGjdnTW0zXIwH5WIUN0qli8/viewanalytics
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17 responses

medic veterinar Voluntar
Angajat companie multi-naționala
masterand
Masterand
Elev
Agent call center
Asistent universitar
Analist servicii clienti
Lucrător de tineret
Analist Vanzari
paramedic
EU Affairs Policy Officer
Functionar public
profesor
Lucrator de tineret
Manager

Selectați rasa/etnia cu care vă identificați cel mai bine
17 responses

Asiatic
Negru
Hispanic
88.2%

Roma
Indian
Alb

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HhHZO2mgdFj7zsZz_4VcIGjdnTW0zXIwH5WIUN0qli8/viewanalytics
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Aveți statut de solicitant/ă de azil, migrant/ă sau refugiat/ă?
17 responses

Da
Nu

94.1%

Ați locuit într-o altă țară în ultimele șase luni?
17 responses

Da
Nu
82.4%

17.6%

Cum ați clasifica orașul în care locuiți?
17 responses

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HhHZO2mgdFj7zsZz_4VcIGjdnTW0zXIwH5WIUN0qli8/viewanalytics
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Urban
Suburban
Rural
Izolat

Lucrați cu tineri sau grupuri dezavantajate?
17 responses

Da
41.2%

Nu

58.8%

V-ați simțit vreodată judecat/ă, discriminat/ă sau sub amenințarea
violenței din cauza identităților/caracteristicilor dvs? Care
identități/caracteristici au fost atacate? Puteți descrie incidentul?
17 responses

Nu
nu
Nu
Da, deoarece am multe pierceuri si parul colorat. Deseori s-a intamplat ca lumea sa se uite ciudat la minesi
sa nu ma creada ca sunt medic veterinar.
Muzica pe care o ascult, corpul și stilul vestimentar
Nu!
La munca.Lasa că o întâlnești un bărbat , ești fata frumoasa , nu-ți dorești si tu un copil? Nu
in mod direct

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HhHZO2mgdFj7zsZz_4VcIGjdnTW0zXIwH5WIUN0qli8/viewanalytics
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Sunt femeie si acest lucru a atras reactii fizice violente, neprovocate din partea mea.
Am fost agresata fizic, de catre barbati, bazandu-se pe stereotipul ca femeile sunt slabe din punct devedere
fizic, si usor intimidabile.
Cum nu fac parte din nicio categorie oficial defavorizata dim vreun punct de vedere, singurul motiv pentru
care am fost atacata / ridiculizata este stilul meu considerat prea neconformist.
nu,eu lucrez cu elevii mici
De mai multe ori, din cauza faptului ca sunt femeie.Da

Ați văzut vreodată un incident de discriminare sau violență? Puteți să îl
descrieți?
17 responses

Da, deseori se intampla sa vad cum oamenii discrimineaza, chiar si la cabinet.Nu
Împotriva cerșetorilor. Tineri care au spus unui cerșetor ca ii dau 10 lei dacă le cânta un anumit cântec.
Împotriva unui coleg homosexual. După ce a aflat ca este homosexual, unul din colegii cu care ieșeam la
tigara nu a mai vb sau ieșit cu persoana in cauza.
In cadrul universitatii studiaza si tineri de culoare din tari africane care sunt discriminati. Un exempluconcret
este faptul ca nu sunt primiti in localurile din zona universitatii .
Da! Consider ca cele mai multe acte de discriminare in România, victimele sunt persoanele de etnie rromă,
astfel ei sunt marginalizați pe baza unor stereotipuri.
Da, de multe ori văd discriminarea care le este arătată rromilor de diferite persoane înjurându-i și
amenintandu-i cu violenta
Am o prieten trans femeie si de multe ori a fost dat afara de cluburi pe motiv ca nu știau daca este femeie
sau bărbat
Violența verbală
Discriminarea zilnica fata de diferitele etnii din Bucuresti. Nimic in mod direct sau violent.
Din fericite am o memorie scurta cand vine vorba de astfel de momente. Dar nu le pot uita pe cele in care
am fost "eroul principal".
Pot spune pe scurt despre un incident violent la care am fost implicata intr-o tara preponderent musulmana:
intr- un spatiu public in care cu mai multi voluntari faceam activitati de animatie stradala, lucrurile s-au
precipitat din cauza tinerilor ( de gen masculin) in numar deja mult mai mare decat copiii. Din păcate au
inceput sa agreseze fizic voluntarele, pipaindu-ne. A fost destul de dificil sa ne putem urca in autocarul
nostru fara a trece printr-un culoar de barbati care ne pipaiau pe unde apucau. Din fericire nimeninu a patit
nimic, din nefericire am fost violenta fizic pt a ma "apara" de mainile lor.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HhHZO2mgdFj7zsZz_4VcIGjdnTW0zXIwH5WIUN0qli8/viewanalytics
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Am vazut barbati lovind sau agresand verbal o femeie in public, dar si femei agresand verbal barbati, am
vazut si auzit oameni ridiculizand alti oameni pentru ca erau mai plinuti / gay / "urati". Insasi unii dintre
colegii mei spun tare si raspicat si public ca "daca vad un gay, il bat", desi lucram intr o companie in care
discriminarea este - cel putin la nivel teoretic - complet interzis si extrem de pedepsibila. Am vazut atat
rromi discriminati de alto cetateni, dar si reversul.
nu
Nu
Da, in metrou discriminarea persoanelor de culoare sau de origina araba
Da, mai ales la clasele mai mari din liceul nostru.Ne confruntăm cu frecvente cazuri de jigniri în special cu
elevii ponderali care sunt apostrofați de colegii lor. De multe ori aceste eleve sau elevi refuză să mai vină la
școală.
Nu atat de recent incat sa pot sa descriu
Adeseori, cum sunt persoanele de etnie roma tratate in locuri publice - cu dispret, comentarii rasiste. De
exemplu, in autobuz, mutat pe alt scaun, in alta parte. Mai sunt si situatiile de violenta verbala si fizica
asupra femeilor la care am fost martora de cateva ori sau a trebuit sa intervin.

Care credeți că sunt principalele cauze ale discriminării sau violenței în
comunitatea/orașul/țara dvs?
17 responses

Ignoraranta si sistemul de educatie.
Educația mas media
Statut social, etnie (romi sau nu), preferința sexuală (homosexuali sau nu)
Lipsa de informatie cu privire la drepturile omului, lipsa programelor de educatie si mediatizarea slaba a
sanctiunilor prevazute ca urmare a unui abuz cu privire la drepturile omului.
Etnia, cultura, educația, lipsa coeziunii sociale
Gândirea comunista și limitata, pentru ca în fond și de drept suntem toți oameni făcuți la fel doar ca ne lasam
influențați de o culoare.
Prostia
Diferența de percepție și sindromul mie nu mi se întâmplă
Lipsa de informatie si educatie
Lispsa de educatie de acasa, de la scoala si civica.
Lispa de intelegere si acceptare a diferentelor dintre noi.
Lipsa de educatie in general, dar in principal educatia civica care incepe cu primii ani in familie. Apoi, sigur,
nici cu empatia nu ne putem lauda.
needucarea
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HhHZO2mgdFj7zsZz_4VcIGjdnTW0zXIwH5WIUN0qli8/viewanalytics
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Diversitatea si prejudecatile
Cauze: lipsa de integrare si intelegere a altor culturi
Obezitatea unor elevi, sărăcia este adesea cauza,elevii de etnie rromă,...
Lipsa de educatie
Diferentele culturale si de educatie.

Care sunt identitățile/grupurile sociale - supuse discriminării în
țara/orașul/comunitatea dvs?
17 responses

femeile, minorii, persoanele LGBT
Grupul de tineri care asculta rock
Romii, cerșetorii, gay people, oamenii cu situație financiară precară. rromi,
negri, asiaticii
Persoanele de etnie rromă
Rromi
Trans femeie sau trans bărbat Femei,
minorități
Rromii
femeile, batranii, persoanele cu handicap, comunitatea LGBTQA+, romii...si tinerii
Categoria LGBT, persoanele cu dizabilitati, persoanele cu anumite diformitati fizice ori care nu sunt
neaparat Fit, persoanele seropozitive, persoanele de etnie rroma, persoanele psihotice etc
etniile rome
Refugiatii, oamenii de culoare, persoanele arabe
Roma, araba, de culoare
rromii în general
Roma, gay
Persoane de etnie roma, LGBTQ, femei.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HhHZO2mgdFj7zsZz_4VcIGjdnTW0zXIwH5WIUN0qli8/viewanalytics
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Vă puteți gândi la modalități de a face față acestor incidente de
discriminare?
17 responses

informare constanta si un sistem de educatie schimbatPrin
teatru, prin muzica și prin mas media
Sa fim mai toleranți, mai înțelegători, mai buni, sa încercam sa cunoaștem omul înainte de a-l judeca, sa
intervenim când vedem o situație, etc
Publicarea de informaţii despre situaţia persoanelor discriminate privind drepturile omului sau dezvoltarea
unui mediu multicultural pentru integrarea acestor persoane in comunitatea locala pot produce schimbari
majore .
Diferite întâlniri prin care să se afle despre istoria, cultura, Tradițiile si cutumele lor, dar din partea acestui grup
social să dovedească respectul.
Programe speciale de integrare a acestora în societate și renunțarea la ideea ca rromi ne sunt inferiori. Pe
viitor da, sa activez ptr drepturile oamenilor
Aducerea de role models in prim plan care sa fie un exemplu pozitiv
O campanie in care sa fie prezentati oamenii de etnie rroma care au realizat lucruri importante sau care au
facut lucruri bune pentru Romania.
Cu mult calm, sange rece in momente critice, comunicare si intelegere reciproca a nevoilor.
Din nefericire nu sunt un influencer, asa ca parerea mea conteaza prea putin pentru publicul larg, insa atunci
cand cred cu tarie in importanta unei cauze / eveniment o promovez atat prin viu grai, cat si pe retelele
sociale, cu toate ca as prefera luxul sa imi permit sa nu mi fac publice anumite puncte de vedere. Apoi,
incerc mereu sa clarific anumite aspecte cu persoanele care au o pozitie radicala vis a vis de un anumit
comportament sau fel de a fi "anormal," (prieteni, colegi, cunostinte, oameni random), dar aleg si sama
implic in orice fel e nevoie in evenimente care sunt derulate cu scopul de a face constientizare.
da
Integrarea in comunitate prin programe sociale
O mai buna informare si cunoastere a altor culturi.
activități nonformale pe acestă temă, discuții, filmulețe adecvate
.
Daca se intampla in jurul meu, intervenit intr-un mod cat mai diplomat si cu intentii de mediere. Daca mi se
intampla personal, exprimat ceea ce ma deranjeaza si eventual, ce drept/libertate mi se incalca.
In ambele cazuri, in functie de specificul situatiei, urmat procedurile legale.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1HhHZO2mgdFj7zsZz_4VcIGjdnTW0zXIwH5WIUN0qli8/viewanalytics
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P12 - SIRIUS TRAINING CIC, London, UK
Date: 08/04/2019
Partner Organization Name: Sirius Training CIC
Partner Organization Country: United Kingdom
Number of respondents:
41 individuals completed the survey, out of which:
a.
31
are asylum seekers, refugees and migrants
b.
34
belong to racial and ethnic minorities
c.
3
are LGBTQ+
d.
0
are Roma people
e.
0 are people with disabilities
f.
18
are youth workers
g.
3 are policy makers
Age of respondents

•

Describe the most notable findings involving individuals belonging to a specific
age group (for example, what were the experiences within the youngest age
group?; which age group was most subject to discrimination based on identity
markers other than age?, etc. Please try to provide your own analysis based
on the qualitative survey.)

The majority of the people interviewed where from the age range 18-30 years old. The
survey shows that among the people interviewed, the majority have experienced
instances of discrimination, because of their identity. The main reasons are related to
ethnicity or race, nationality, gender, socio-economic status or physical appearance.
Ethnicity or nationality is the main reason for discrimination highlighted in the survey.
It’s also remarkable to note that ethnicity or race discrimination is often combined with
gender discrimination, therefore if someone is from an ethnic minority and is also a
women or LGBTQ+, the likelihood of being discriminated increases.

Gender of respondents
In this section:
•

Insert a bar chart or pie chart showing the gender breakdown

•

Describe the most notable findings involving individuals identifying with a
specific gender (For example, which gender group was most subject to
discrimination based on identity markers other than gender? Please try to
provide your own analysis based on the qualitative survey.)

The survey shows a direct link between gender and the chances of being discriminated in the
sense that being of a female or LGBTQ+ gender increases the chances of being discriminated.
We noticed from the surveys that whenever a respondent mentioned gender as discrimination
factor, it was always combined with another type of discrimination, e.g. ethnicity or race.
People are often discriminated because of their physical appearance, therefore they tend to
be more subject to stereotyping. For example: girl from Indian or Pakistani origin = associated
with combined marriage.
Other identity marker:
In this section:
a.
If relevant: insert a bar chart or pie chart showing the percentages of people belonging
to specific subgroups within this identity OR indicate the largest subgroups
b.
Please describe the most notable findings involving individuals of this identity
One person marked other under gender. They did not specify. This person identified as an
older woman being discriminated because of her age
Other people marked other under race/ethnicity
1 Asian/white caucasian, 1 black/indian, 1 black/white, 1 white/indian, 1 asian/white, 1
black/british
As far as these last group is concerned, they mostly face ethnicity and race discrimination.
Most of these episodes involve being told jokes at, being asked countless times where they
are from, and being told to go back where they come from. This is especially true when you
have some of these groups living among white neighborhoods.
If necessary, add more identity markers below and

c. If relevant: insert a bar chart or pie chart showing the percentages of people
belonging to specific subgroups within this identity OR indicate the largest
subgroups
d. Please describe the most notable findings involving individuals of this identity
Conclusion
We’ve interviewed 41 people for our research, the majority female (Cis). The age group of
people interviewed was mostly from 18-30 years old.
The people interviewed from different ethnic groups among which Middle Eastern (26.8%),
Black/African American (19.5%), White Caucasian (17.1%), Asian (7.3%), Hispanic (7.3%),
Indian (7.3%), and some mixed races.
Only 24.5% come from a migrant or refugee background.
Most of the people interviewed declared to have been the subject of discrimination or having
witnessed other people being discriminated.
The main factors of discrimination among the respondents are:
• Ethnicity or race
• Nationality
• Gender
• Social-economic group
• Age
• Physical features
• Religion
As mentioned previously, it seems to be more difficult for people who can be categorised
under more than one identity as there is a higher likelihood to be discriminated, and to be
treated
even
more
unfairly.

P13 – Fundacya Catalunya Voluntaria, Barcelona, SPAIN

Through the lens of the other:
12 responses:

1. Which gender do you indentify with?
12 RESPONSES

Woman(cis)

50%

Man(cis)

50%

2. Please give your age:
12 responses

30 o +
25%

18-25
33%

18-25
26-29

26-29
42%

30 o +

3. Please select the race/ethnicity with which your most
closely indentify:
12 responses.

Hyspanic

Whrite (Caucassian)

Middle easterm

8%
25%

67%

4. Do you have an aslyum seeker, migrant or a refugee
status?
12 responses:
Non

5. Have you been living in a foreign country in the past 6
months?
12 responses:

25%
YES
NO
75%

6. How your classify your city/town?:
12 responses:

8%
8%

URBAN

9%

REMOTE
SUBURBAN

75%

RURAL

7. Are you working with youngsters/disadvantatged groups?
12 responses:

17%
YES
NO
83%

8. Have you ever felt judged, discriminated against or under
the threat of violence because of your identities/
characteristic(s)? Which identities/characteristic(s) were
under attack? Can you describe the incident?
12 responses:
Discrimination at some point in life?

What kind of discrimination?

Dissabilities
14%

Racial and
Ethnic
29%

YES

42%
58%

NO

Bullying
43%

LGTB+
14%

1)
I have never felt discriminated, although I have had some stereotypes thrown at me when I
mention that I am Georgian (such as: oh, but you speak such good Spanish, although I already
mentioned that I was born here). There is this constant assumption of how people with more
than one nationality or different origin should be.
Actually, seeing the topics mentioned, I have felt judged by my size. It has been something that
has bothered me all my life, and I have felt uncomfortable in many occasions. Maybe I haven’t
been directly attacked (although there has been slurs during my childhood), but structures
haven’t made it easy. Sizes in the shops, the images you see in your daily life, beauty
standards, comments from family and friends such as: you’re pretty even if you’re overweight,
as if I couldn’t be both.
2)
Yes for my sexual orientation in the high school. They said me a bad words to referrer to my
sexual orientation.
3)
When I was young I was bulled in school.
4)
Most of the incidents are around islamopohobia. In a short way, once I was in the metro (after
the terrorist attack in France) with my hijab. When I entered the vagon, all of a sudden, the
rest of the passengers changed their position to the next vagon. I was left alone in there, and

all of the others were standing up in the vagon next to mine, so close to each other (because of
the lack of space) and staring at me. I was freacking out, literally.
5)
I have a chronic disease (diabetes) in which the treatment is based on daily blood tests and
injections. At school I had problems of discrimination from the teachers and other students.
Nowadays, in some jobs, candidates with diabetes continue to be discarded because, not
knowing what the disease is, diabetics are considered invalid for many activities (from police,
fireman to postman and cashier at some supermarkets, for example).
6)
No.
7)
I have never felt discriminated because of this
8)
Only when I was at school because my physic, guys were laughing on me
9)
I’ve only feel discriminated 4 times in my life in total. Twice because of not being allowed to
enter to a pub/disco and twice for not being homosexual. My assumption, in the first 2 cases,
is that reason of discrimination could be because of not being local, due to the skin color (too
dark in The Hague, too white in Beirut) or because of admission criteria based on social class.
Twice in my life I felt excluded to relevant job opportunities because of not being homosexual.
10)
No.
11)
I have felt judged sometimes because of my dreadlocks. Sometimes the police stop me
without a reason, only because I have dreadlocks.
12)
Yes, for example, three weeks ago I went to Madrid with friends for a protest about freedom.
When the protest have finished, many people insulted me only because I used a Catalan flag.

9.

Have you ever witnessed an incident of discrimination or
violence? Can you describe it?

12 responses

Have you ever witnessed
an accident of discrimination
or violence?

What kind of discrimination?

YES
NO

Ethnic and
racial

38%
62%

Bullying

1)

As many as you want. From police stopping young black people for no reason, to people
recording someone that has obviously a mental disorder and laughing at them. You can see the
discrimination in everything in society, the discourse of the media (every day in every sense),
the legislation (in favour of economically wealthy people), the gentrification in the city (people
being kicked out of their homes and neighbouthoods), even social services telling people to go
back to their countries. Slight slurs in the subway, using rumours and stereotypes against other
communities.
2)
No.
3)
People in small villages all over the world are more close-minded. Because of the fear about
something they don’t know and propaganda information they can take from the mass media
without reflecting and thinking. In this aspect we can observe some for example racist
reactions.

4)
Yes. Seems that most of the situations happen in public transport, but that’s the truth. Once I
was walking to take the metro and at the same time listening to someone screaming and
crying at the end of the road. When I reached there, I saw a police screaming to a young guy,
while that one was crying and confused. The worst thing was that everybody was ignoring that
violence. No one stopped to see what was happening.
5)
Yes, mostly in high school. Racial discrimination in class; insults, ignore them, abuses, look for
fights without reason ... Today, sometimes in the subway; for example, to an immigrant elderly
person or pregnant (don’t offering the seat).Many times derogatory comments, especially
towards the immigrant community in general.
6)
Not that I remember.
7)
I have not witnessed an incident of violence, but I have of discrimination. Simply people giving
dirty looks or clutching to their purse or bag in fear or disgust.
8)
Yes, in different contexts, for example between migrants and locals, using the stereotype that
migrants receive more grants from the government than other people who also need them.
9)
I remember now one old lady asking in a rude way a couple of young people in the metro to
change their language because she could not understand Tagalo and asking them to speak
Spanish. Few weeks ago I saw to tourists hitting one tourist bike driver and accusing him to
stole one wallet.
10)
I have witnessed bullying against a classmate during several months in primary school against a
classmate, for the reason of being foreigner and not being able to speak the local language.
Some classmates discriminated her for racial reasons, promoted the class to let her lonely and
in some occasion’s violent episodes.
11)
Yes for example, when I worked in MENA’S center (young immigrants) I went with him in a
park, and in the same moment the rest of the people start to laughing because he is black.
12) No.

10.
What do you think are the main causes of
discrimination or violence in your community
city/country?
12 responses
1)
In our city the main causes are ethnicity and nationality. Then mental health and socioeconomic status
and then probably physical disabilities and age. We have a nationalism based on a colonialist mindset,
and a very archaic tradition display. In our city, economical background is also very relevant, as working
class is not seen very favourable. But the racism and the islamophobia are probably the ones you can
see more easily. Lately, LGBTQI+ rights have also been attacked, having had an increase in aggressions
towards this community.
2)
- Sexual orientation
- To be a woman (machismo and gender violence)
- To be an immigrant (immigrant staffs and religious staffs too)
3)
Fear and luck of knowledge and being surrounded by close-minded people.
4)
Lack of knowledge.
Fear of the unknown.
Fear of the differences.
5)
I could say they are mainly racial issues, in general with foreign communities.
Also, gender violence against women is a frightening fact. Almost 1000 women were killed in the last 15
years in Spain. And this statistic only contemplates the mortal victims. If we add rape, abuse, physical
and verbal aggressions ... on women and children, these numbers skyrocket.
6)
Inequalities between social classes may contribute sometimes to episodes of discrimination, in a very
simplistic way: wealthy and/or local people feeling threatened by people in a worse social condition.
Plus, discrimination, especially linked to migration, is now reaching a peak in Spain because of the use
made by politicians and the media.
7)
Mostly ignorance and fear of the unknown

8)
Race, religion
9)
Ignorance.
Lack of empathy.
Lack of understanding about other people needs, feelings and interests.
Hate and fear narratives and speeches, mainstreamed in the media and everywhere around by
individuals.
Fear to lose status quo.
Lack of values.
10)
Race is still the most frequent reason in my city.
Then also is frequent the violence because of political thoughts.
Also important to mention, although it is decreasing, there is still discrimination due to sexual condition.
11)
Ignorance, education
12)
Ignorance

THE MOST SIGNIFCANT REASONS:

27%

Ignorance
lack of emphaty
55%

18%

inequalities

11.
Which are the identities/social groups-subject to
discrimination in your community/city/country?
11 responses

Race and ethnic
LGBT+
MACHISMO
Disabilities
inequalities

1)
As mentioned above: muslims, African-descendents, Roma community, homeless, people with
mental health issues.
2)
- Women’s
- LGTBI
- Black people and Arabic people
- Islam religious
3)
No response
4)
Muslims
LGTBI+
Migrants
Trans people
5)
Inmigrants, specially women.
Homeless

Women
Physical and mental disabled, although it is true that in recent years more work is being done
for their inclusion.
6)
Roman people, people undocumented and migrants with less economic means in general,
especially in the poorest urban areas.
7)
Muslims, LGTBI community, but always depends on the context
8)
Arabs and Muslims mostly
9)
Poor people in general, including homeless and elderly people, who are invisible.
People with dark skin, especially from South Sahara countries who have no legal status, and
from countries in the Maghreb.
Women in general are also subject to discrimination.
10)
The main source of discrimination that I perceive is for racial reasons. Therefore, foreigners
from outside of the European Union are the main social group that I identify. To precise it, I
consider African origin foreigners are the most discriminated people.
11)
Black people, gypsy
12)
Gypsy people

12.
Can you think of ways to deal with these incidents of
discrimination?
12 responses

EDUCATION

20%
7%
20%

INCLUSION
53%

POLITICAL
VISIBILITY

1)
Education, breaking down rumours and stereotypes: this can be done through personal
stories. From my experience, this is the best way to change your mindset: if you know the
person and the person, you can’t generalize anymore.
Actually, the real change should happen through a change of values, but that takes some
generations. Education the biggest structures (organizations, government and public
resources), and avoiding their own actions of discriminations would also be a very good start.
2)
-

Raise awareness to the population about this kind of problems.
More education in the high schools or schools.
More laws that protect this incidents of discrimination (more serious penalties)

3)
To educate people
4)
Raising awareness.
5)
Give more visibility to the groups and their problems, opening the eyes to society, let it know
them and try to empathize with their situations.
Do work of social integration, working with groups that bring together individuals from
different collective, promoting empathy and cohesion
6)

-

Reaching a deal among politicians to not use migration during political campaign in
favor of living together (already done in Catalonia).
Putting more efforts in schools so that next generations grow up with a more openminded, intercultural mind.
Avoiding xenophobic information from media (e.g. A Moroccan man steals in a shop).

7)
Educate people on different ethnicities and races and show them to have respect for
everyone.
It should be implemented in school so that everyone learns to actively have respect for others.
8)
Meet and live with diverse people, do activities together, travel and meet other cultures
9)
Against ignorance, lack of empathy, lack of understanding about other people situation, one
way is to create safe spaces for people to meet, get to know each other and make things
together, so they can learn from each other and learn about their situation (needs, concerns,
dreams, life expectations, feelings, interests, etc).
Against hate and fear narratives and speeches, mainstreamed in the media and everywhere
around by individuals, to mainstream critical thinking, media literacy, conflict sensitivity and
intercultural exchange.
Against the fear to lose status quo and the lack of values in general, to promote global
awareness, inform about North South relationships, foster solidarity, and provide with
opportunities for intercultural exchange, learning and cooperation.
10)
Investment in social action in order to increase social integration of people in risk of social
inclusion, and for cultural inclusion of the newcomers.
Also preventive work in early stages by education in school: against racism and promoting
tolerance towards diversity.
11)
Education
12)
Education
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ABOUT THE PROJECT
“Through the Lens of the Other”
(TLO) introduced and explored new
ways
of
understanding
and
addressing discrimination in Europe.
In the course of the past three years,
approximately
100
individuals
belonging to diverse marginalised
groups
and
communities
collaborated for the successful
conclusion of the project. Local
working groups played the key role
in
empowering
individuals,
reinforcing
the
agency
of
marginalised groups and enhancing
their willingness to engage in social
affairs. Placed in a trans-local context,
TLO raised awareness on the
victimisation of vulnerable group

groups and promoted positive attitudes
towards discriminated groups, thus
embracing diversity as a positive aspect
in life. It reduced prejudice and
promoted social integration thus
fostering inclusion of marginalised
people and promoting integration and
cohesion among EU member states
regarding rights and freedoms.

BACKGROUND
Critical theories in social sciences
explain, through the concept of
intersectionality, how oppressive social
beliefs and structures (xenophobia,
sexism, homophobia, ableism, ageism,
etc.) are interconnected; systemic
oppression cannot be understood or
addressed with single-issue approaches
as they tend to accentuate a specific
part of the target groups’ identity and,
thus, perpetuate otherness. Co-existing
multiple
identities
demand
an
approach to integration that is holistic
and sensitive to different experiences.
Discrimination due to gender, sexuality,
race, culture, physical ability, ethnicity,
religion and nationality are the main
aspects that the project centers upon.
Discrimination affects the life pattern
and
the
social
and
economic
development of the people affected
and can be expressed in different
terms. Apart from the marginalisation,
that is the main pressure on the
persons’ social development

development, discrimination can be
detected in the exclusion of the
aforementioned people from equal
treatment by institutions (e.g. unequal
access
to
democratic
rights,
discrimination in the workplace, access
to the labor market). The common
element in these discriminations is the
process of othering, that is, of viewing
people around you as inherently and
essentially different, based on their
belonging to one certain group.
Shedding light onto this structure,
outlining how it is a common process in
all discriminations and operationalising
the analytical framework though nonformal learning activities, works as a
step towards tackling it. To this end,
youth workers (who are among the
target groups of the TLO project) need
to be equipped and strategically placed
for navigating through challenging
situations, embracing diversity and
complexity as positive aspects of life.

ACTIVITIES, METHODS &
DELIVERABLES
TLO’s analytical framework has been
operationalised through non-formal
learning (learning by doing, peer
learning, learning through arts) and
different other tools that enriched the
methodology in the course of the
project

project. The power of the image played
a key role in sensitising the public on
issues of discrimination. 14 audio-visual
products (short films) were created by
the project teams, translated in English
and screened for different local
communities

communities across 10 countries and 16
communities and as a separate section
of the Positively Different short film
festival (PDSFF) organised by Inter Alia
in 2020.
The learning process resulted in online,
open access educational material on
intersectionality

intersectionality,
advocacy
and
campaigning. Project teams produced
policy
recommendations
for
the
integration of marginalised groups
resulting
from
deliberation
with
youngsters, youth professionals, policy
makers, local communities, and other
stakeholders.

THE PARTNERSHIP
Inter Alia
Athens, GREECE
Inter Alia is a non-profit organisation aiming for the creation of an inclusive and active
European civil society, promoting communication between European people and
active participation in decision-making processes through collective action.
https://interaliaproject.com/

PRISM - Impresa Sociale
Palermo, ITALY
PRISM - Impresa Sociale is a non-profit organization with the mission to create
opportunities for the inclusive advancement of societies, communities, and individuals
- operating as a qualified development agent.
https://www.prismonline.eu/it/impresa-sociale/

Cross Culture International Foundation
MALTA
Cross Culture International Foundation (CCIF Malta) works toward the prevention and
elimination of trafficking in persons through awareness raising, direct service
coordination, capacity building and collaboration with key stakeholders, in order to
enhance international understanding, integration and inclusion.
https://maltacvs.org/voluntary/cross-culture-international-foundation/

Eğitim Programları ve Evrensel ve Kültürel Aktiviteler Derneği – EPEKA
Sinop, TURKEY
Eğitim Programları ve Evrensel ve Kültürel Aktiviteler Derneği – EPEKA is an NGO. It
aims to integrate creators of contents from the fields of culture, art, education,
science, and technology in activities that focus on international integration and
cooperation with organisations and institutions at local, regional and national level.
https://epeka.org.tr/en/

Thessaloniki Pride
Thessaloniki, GREECE
Thessaloniki Pride is a civil society organisation with the goal of promoting the
visibility of sexual orientation minorities and gender minorities, as well as supporting
equality and human rights in the greater area of Thessaloniki.
https://thessalonikipride.com/en/

Instutute für Roma und Minderheiten Integration e.V
Wuppertal, GERMANY
Institute for Roma and Minorities Integration works on participation, equality and
inclusion of the most vulnerable groups such as Roma and on the integration of other
ethnic minorities.
https://www.facebook.com/info.irm/

EU Diaspora Council (EDC)
Stockholm, SWEDEN
EU Diaspora Council is a non- profit organization that organizes and promotes
volunteering activities at local, national and international level, in order to enhance
social, entrepreneurial, communication skills, as well as multilingualism of youth
through non-formal education.
http://eudiasporacouncil.org/

Power of Humanity Foundation (Az emberség erejével)
Pécs, HUNGARY
Power of Humanity Foundation is non-governmental organization that places
emphasis on innovation and adaptability in education programs. The main goal is to
strengthen social inclusion by supporting oppressed, discriminated groups and
sensitize the majority within the society.
https://www.emberseg.hu/en/

Free Youth Centre FYC
Vidin, BULGARIA
FREE YOUTH CENTRE is a non-profit non-governmental association. Its mission is to
support the personal development of young people in Vidin and Northwestern
Bulgaria, as free citizens in a democratic society through involving them in
educational programs and community activities.
https://www.fyc-vidin.org/abouten.html

A.R.T. FUSION Association
Bucharest, ROMANIA
A.R.T. FUSION Association works to create and offer innovative and participatory
learning experiences in order for everyone to contribute in a responsible way to the
positive transformation of their communities both locally and globally.
https://en.artfusion.ro/

EU15 Ltd.
Anlaby, UK
EU15 are experts in the development of e-learning solutions and bespoke training
platform development. EU15 offers a full range of advisory and support services for all

all types of organisations and their staff, focusing on robotics, Artificial Intelligence, 3D
printing and entrepreneurship.
https://eu15.co.uk/

Sirius Training CIC
London, UK
Sirius Training is a company dedicated to professional training, EU project
management, work experience and training for all ages. It organises professional
development courses, for people involved in education who want to acquire new
competences.
http://siriustraining.org.uk/

Fundació Catalunya Voluntària
Barcelona, SPAIN
Fundació Catalunya Voluntària offers training opportunities through volunteer and
international mobility programs for young people that facilitate social cohesion and
intercultural learning.
https://www.catalunyavoluntaria.cat/en/
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